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• Main goal for this part: apply the financial theories into 
corporate policy (especially those not covered in A) 

• CWS13: The Rolf of the CFO, Performance Measurement, and 
Incentive Design 
- Read the book 

• CWS15: Capital Structure and the Cost of Capital: Theory and 
Evidence 
- Equity versus Debt to fund a firm 

- Value of a Firm 

- Modigliani-Miller propositions  

• CWS16: Dividend Policy: Theory and Empirical Evidence 
- How to pay dividend without and with taxes 

- Repurchases

Corporate Policy



• Your firm needs money.  
- (Unless you are from a billionaire family) 

• You can borrow money. 
- Debt: requires repayment; often with interests; usually tax-free 

• You can also sell some shares of your firm 
- Equity: an ownership in the firm; no need to repay; if your firm skyrockets then 

you are losing a LOT of money… 

• Gearing (or Leverage, in the rest of the world)  
- In simple words: borrowing money to invest 

- For corporate policy: the relationship, or ratio, of a company's debt-to-equity 

- For example, a gearing ratio of 70% shows that a company’s debt levels are 70% 
of its equity. 

Imagine You Are Running a Firm…



• You have to keep a balance of debt and equity 

• If you know your business is going to be a great success but the 
investors in the market don’t think so 
- you will only be able to sell your shares (equity) at a very low price — which 

you believe can be a LOT of money in the future! 

• So you want to borrow money instead — you don’t have to “sell 
yourself”.  
- However, borrowing means that you will have to repay the money within a 

certain time frame, and also pay quite a lot interests — you are under pressure!

Imagine You Are Running a Firm…



• BYD was the world's largest plug-in hybrids and pure electric 
vehicles maker in 2022, with a total of 1.86 million cars sold.

Let’s See an Successful Story of Equity Investment



• In late 2008, Berkshire Hathaway ponied up the aforementioned 
$232 million for a roughly 10% stake in BYD.  

• As Buffett recalled, Berkshire initially tried to buy 25% of the 
company, but Wang (CEO of BYD) refused to release more than 
10% of BYD’s stock. 

• Currently, BYD’s market capitalization is ~$120 billion, which 
means a 10% stake would worth $12 billion 

• What if Wang used debt to finance, instead of selling the shares 
to Buffett?

Let’s See an Successful Story of Equity Investment



• The market value of a company is correctly calculated as the 
present value of its future earnings and its underlying assets, 
and is independent of its capital structure. 

• Assumptions: 
- Market efficiency and no asymmetric information 

- No taxes 

- No transaction or bankruptcy costs 

- Hold constant the firm’s investment policies 

• MM is not to be taken literally, but has implications 
- See Johnathan’s slides 22-28

Modigliani-Miller Propositions



• In many countries, interest is deductible as a cost of doing 
business while dividends are taxed as income – obviously 
favours debt financing  
- Tax shield of debt (affect Earnings Before Interest and Taxes EBIT) 

-  

•  𝑃𝑉 = 𝑃𝑉(equity) + 𝑃𝑉(tax shield) – 𝑃𝑉(distress costs)  

- If you borrow way too much, investors will lose confidence and your firm might 
go into bankruptcy

When There Are Tax and Bankruptcy Costs…



And Here Comes Income Tax…

Tax Shield!



• Essentially, the gain from having debt is 
- When it is positive, firm has the incentive to hold debts 

- In addition,  investor’s demand for bonds changes with tax rate on interest 
income, and investors will be indifferent between bonds and equity if 

- Firms, who supply bonds, will be indifferent between supplying and not 
supplying if 

- Connecting the above two equations, you will get  

- Which means tax shield is 0! 

• Think about the real world… 
- Which is higher,  

- In reality, there are not that many investors for whom post-tax return on debt is 
less than post-tax return on equity 

Discussion on the Firm Value with Personal Tax



• Historically and currently, this has been a very robust trend 
- Theoretically, in perfect markets dividend policies cannot affect value, and with 

higher tax dividends are almost always a bad deal compared with repurchases 

• Many, many research papers look into this problem… 
- We combine annual stock market data for the most important equity markets of 

the last four centuries: the Netherlands and UK (1629–1812), UK (1813–1870), 
and US (1871–2015). We show that dividend yields are stationary and 
consistently forecast returns.  (Golez and Koudijs, 2018) 

- Dividend payments remained prevalent even though repurchases were legal 
(Turner et al., 2013) and dividend taxation was present (Moortgat et al., 2017).

Dividend Policy: Why Pay Dividends?



• A share repurchase is a transaction whereby a company buys 
back its own shares from the marketplace. A company might 
buy back its shares because management considers 
them undervalued. 

• Buyback payments to investors may be tax-efficient if treated 
as capital gain/loss  

• Ownership re-concentrated, shareholder alignment with 
management may be improved  

• Used when companies have lots of cash, want to increase 
leverage.

Repurchases



• Define a problem 
- A finite set of players 

• Who have their own strategy space 

- A strategy space (also called action space) 

• Contains all possible strategies for each player 

• The vector of strategies for all players is a strategy profile 

- A payoff function (also called rewards function) 

• A mapping from a strategy profile to a real number 

• Example

Starting on Game Theory



• Games with incomplete information: Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium 
- Both players choose their best responses 

- Their beliefs follow Bayes’ rule where possible: 

- Another two components:  

• Θi is player i’s type space and every element θi ∈ Θi is a type 

• vi : A × Θ → R is i’s payoff function; where A = A1 × . . . × An is the set of action 
profiles and Θ = Θ1 ×...×Θn is the set of type profiles  

• Player 1 has private information and the payoffs exhibit common 
values, so that both players’ payoffs depend on player 1’s private 
information. Player 1’s action is a message that has no direct 
effect on payoffs.

Cheap Talk Model



A Motivating Example



A Motivating Example



A Motivating Example



A Motivating Example



A Motivating Example — Continuous Cheap Talk
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